[The radiobiological characteristics of the P+ variant of Bacillus brevis var. G.--B. in relation to gramicidin S synthesis].
The radiosensitivity of P(+) variant Bacillus brevis var. G.-B. cells cultured under condition of normal and inhibited gramicidin S synthesis, antibiotically high-active strain and high radioresistant cells has been studied. It has been shown that the radioresistance of bacterial cells correlates, in general, with their antibiotic activity: the antibiotic superproduced is more radioresistant than P(+) variant, the inhibition of antibiotic synthesis by beta-phenil-beta-alanin rises a little the sensitivity of P(+) variant cells. But the radioresistant fraction of P(+) variant contains the lower antibiotic amount than the whole population. It has been concluded that the radioprotective action of gramicidin S can not be the only reason of the above-mentioned differences in radiosensitivity.